Quantitative freeze-fracture analysis of the frog neuromuscular junction synapse--I. Naturally occurring variability in active zone structure.
The orderly arrays of intramembranous particles (IMPs) found in the p-face of freeze-fracture replicas of the frog neuromuscular junction ('active zones') are believed to be involved in transmitter release. Some or all of the particles represent voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels. Since there is a great heterogeneity in the amount of transmitter released by different frog motor nerve terminals we sought to determine whether active zone (AZ) structure displayed a similar heterogeneity by using a novel freeze-fracture procedure providing large, intact replicas containing significant portions of motor nerve terminals from the cutaneous pectoris muscle of the frog, Rana pipiens. Using only junctions in which more than 50 AZs or more than 50 microm of nerve terminal were included in the fractures, we measured AZ length, AZ intramembranous particle density, terminal width at each AZ, space between AZs, the angle of AZ orientation with respect to the longitudinal axis of the nerve terminal, exposed pre-synaptic nerve terminal surface area and a calculated value for mean AZ length per unit terminal length. The analysis led to the following conclusions. There is an approximate 5-fold range in mean AZ length/micrometre terminal length. Terminal width is a good predictor of AZ length. Particle density does not vary significantly within a given AZ, nor between AZs from the same or different junctions. The distance between AZs is not related to AZ length, i.e. shorter AZs are no more or less likely to be closer to the adjacent AZ. The probability of release from any AZ on action potential invasion is small. If most of the IMPs are Ca2+ channels, either the probability of channel opening or the efficacy of triggering release is very low or both. That the variability in release efficacy in different terminals is much greater than ultrastructural variability in terminals suggests that regulation of release is dominated by physiological processes that do not have obvious ultrastructural correlates. On the other hand, the apparent excess of AZ relative to the number of vesicles released indicates that the amount and variability in amount of AZ is important in ways that need to be elucidated.